
Warum die strukturierte Verkabelung von Rechenzentren
zertifizieren?

Überblick

In our data centric world of today, data centres are being rapidly deployed right around the world. The infrastructure being deployed includes copper and fiber
cabling, and it is the foundation of the network. Deploying infrastructure is an expensive exercise, the network equipment like switches, routers and servers will
be replaced many times during the life of the cabling infrastructure. Technology is forever evolving; newer technologies are being developed to allow more data
to be transferred over our infrastructure. This paper identifies the specific benefits afforded by cable certification and how to ensure your cabling infrastructure
can support your network today and tomorrow.
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Einleitung

Data Centres continue to grow and expand right across the globe as our appetite for data increases daily. Cloud Computing, BYOD, Mobility and our desire for
“need the information now” has meant we are seeing an evolution in networking technologies. Not only in the devices that make up the network fabric, but also
at the physical layer, the foundation of our network. We have 10GB Ethernet, we have 40GB and 100GB Ethernet over fibre, 25GB and 40GB Ethernet are
coming for use over copper balanced twisted pair cabling. NBase-T is on the horizon, allowing the re-use of existing copper cabling at higher data rates

Poor data cabling has been known to cause as much as half of all network failures. Certifying the data cabling within a data centre reduces these failures,
offering tangible benefits in operating and installation costs.

Certifying is less costly than repair Network downtime extracts a painful price in lost revenue, lost productivity, diminished customer service and
competitive disadvantage. The Contingency Planning Group performed a study that estimated the cost of an hour of enterprise network downtime
between USD$14,500 and USD$6,500,000, depending on the industry. The Gartner Group estimated that an hour of downtime costs a less bone-chilling
USD$42,000 per hour, on average.

Product warranties only go so far The quality of a cable installation lies largely in the hands of the installers. If installation craftsmanship is poor, even
excellent products fail. The failures and the attendant hardships are often outside the scope of a hardware warranty, so the network owner and the
installer must negotiate remediation. The only way to assure that best practises are followed and that installer workmanship meets standards is by
Certification Testing. Certification Testing gives the network owner protection against unanticipated costs, and provides an OEM manufacturer
confidence in their warranty offer.

Certification or re-certification will help future proof an installation You might believe that a cable build-out “does what it does” when installed, and
never does more. This could be short-sighted. A recertified cabling plant may prove to support higher-speed traffic that is deployed years after the cable
is first installed. Cat 6 can support 10GB Ethernet over short distances; NBase-T will allow 2.5GB Ethernet over Cat 5e cabling and 5GB Ethernet over
Cat 6 cabling, for a 100m channel.

Is what has been installed real or fake? Unfortunately today, where costs can be an issue, the use of no-name or “fake” products is on the rise. Often,
these “fake” products masquerade as well-known brands. Fake cables are most often Copper Clad Aluminium (CCA) whereas structured cabling
standards require 100% copper cable to be used. Fake jacks offer less than the rated performance. Certification can detect the use of sub-standard
products in an installation.

The need for speed A new data cabling installation is expensive and with faster technologies offering higher bandwidths becoming available, Data
Centre Operators want to be able to offer the best possible service to their clients. Poor cabling performance is a silent bandwidth thief. Copper cabling
with high Near End Cross Talk (NEXT) or high Return Loss (RL) can create a high level of re-transmission errors. Fibre optic cabling with high
reflectance at the connectors and higher than desired attenuation can reduce the bandwidth capability of a fibre network.

Reducing waste is good policy The economic case for extending the life of cabling infrastructure is clear, but it may not be the worst case. In many
countries the Electrical Code requires the removal of abandoned cable that is not identified for future use. Without certification the cost of legacy cable
may well include the cost of cable removal, the cost of cable recycling and/or the environmental impact of disposal.

Fazit

With the technologies that are being deployed within data centres today and the absolute reliance on the cabling infrastructure to deliver these new higher
bandwidth solutions, can you really afford not to certify or re-certify your cabling infrastructure?

Fluke Networks Versiv Cable Certification Solution family is of modular design with swappable testing modules that provide four types of testing plus report
generation software and a cloud service for managing jobs. Bundles are available to combine functions and save money. Visit www.flukenetworks.com/versiv-
config to build your certification solution today.

 

DSX-5000 CableAnalyzer™ Copper Certification

Bislang unerreichtes Geschwindigkeitsniveau bei Cat 6A, Class FA und allen aktuellen Standards.
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https://de.flukenetworks.com/installation-and-test/fiber-inspection-and-cleaning/fi-500-fiberInspector-micro
https://de.flukenetworks.com/versivconfig


Graphically displays the source of failures including crosstalk, return loss and shield faults

Meets IEC Level V – the most stringent accuracy requirement

Von Kabelherstellern weltweit empfohlen

 

Certifiber® Pro Opitcal Loss Test Set

Fastest time to certify – fibers at two wavelengths in six seconds

Full Encircled Flux compliance, per TIA/ISO requirements

Convenient quad module supports both multi-mode and single-mode loss testing

Extended single-mode distance range to 130 km

Integrierter Visual Fault Locator

Fiber Inspection using the FiberInspector Pro USB camera

 

LinkWare™ Live Certification Management

Hochladen und Konsolidieren von Prüfergebnissen von entfernten Standorten

Track project status from smart devices

Create and manage test setups and cable ID's

Track last location used and calibration status of your entire fleet

 

LinkWare™ PC Kabeltest-Management-Software

Elektronisches Speichern, Verwalten und Archivieren von Testergebnissen

Generate professional, customizable reports

Provides a statistical view of your entire cable plant's performance

Compliant with TIA 606-B
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https://de.flukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/copper-testing/LinkWare-Cable-Test-Management-Software
https://de.flukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/linkware/linkware-live
https://de.flukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/Versiv/CertiFiberPro


Über Fluke Networks
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Über Fluke Networks

Fluke Networks ist ein weltweit führender Anbieter von Tools zur Zertifizierung, Fehlersuche und Installation für Experten, die
wichtige Netzwerkverkabelungsinfrastrukturen installieren und warten. Von der Installation der fortschrittlichsten Rechenzentren
bis hin zur Wiederherstellung von Diensten bei schlechten Wetterbedingungen – unsere Kombination aus unschlagbarer
Verlässlichkeit und unvergleichlicher Leistung stellt sicher, dass Aufträge effizient erledigt werden können. Zu den Top-
Produkten des Unternehmens zählt das innovative LinkWare™ Live, die weltweit führende, Cloud-verbundene Lösung für
Kabelzertifizierung mit bisher über vierzehn Millionen hochgeladenen Messergebnissen.

+ 1-800-283-5853 (US & Canada)
1-425-446-5500 (International)
http://www.flukenetworks.com
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